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An Amazing Opportunity for Unsigned Bands 
 

 
Amazing Radio - the only radio station dedicated to exclusively playing unsigned 
and independent music - brings you The Amazing Chart. 
 
The Amazing Chart is the first Top 40 Chart that mixes airplay and statistical 
information to derive a chart exclusively for unsigned artists, and is a powerful 
platform for emerging talent to share their music with the world.  
 
This new Top 40 has the added credibility of being published online by music 
industry bible, Music Week, alongside other internationally respected charts. 
 
Every great chart needs a great chart show to reveal the weekly winners and losers, 
and The Amazing Chart is no different. Sticking with scheduling tradition, The 
Amazing Chart Show hits the Amazing Radio airwaves at 5pm every Sunday, when 
Charlie Ashcroft counts down the week’s Top 20 tracks and reveals some new  
“breakers and shakers” outside the Top 20.  
 
Amazing Chart positions are based on a mixture of airplay on Amazing Radio and 
the popularity of tracks on Amazing’s online music site amazingtunes.com - where 
users can download and interact with over 27,000 unsigned tracks. Any unsigned or 
independent artists can submit music to the database at www.amazingtunes.com 
and will automatically be eligible for The Amazing Chart.  
 
John Williams, Director of Music at Amazing Radio said “This is the most important 
Top 40 Chart this century and is truly the people’s chart. Music lovers searching for 
the ‘next big thing’ need look no further than The Amazing Chart”  
 
As the definitive chart for unsigned and independent music The Amazing Chart will 
provide valuable exposure for undiscovered talent with the help of Amazing Radio 
and amazingtunes.com.  
 
 

 
Amazing Radio – on DAB in the UK and online for the world 

http://www.amazingradio.co.uk  
 

amazingtunes.com 
http://www.amazingtunes.com  

 
 
 

 
 

 


